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Arrangement: The Collection is arranged into 9 Series.
- Series A - Scrapbooks
- Series B – Photographic Images
- Series C – Glass Slides
- Series D- Slides
- Series E- Postcards
- Series F- Genealogy
- Series G - Maps
- Series H – Writings
- Series I- Walter Corbin

Processing Information: An initial process of this collection was done in 2004 by Matthew Brown. In the fall of 2011 Kristin Van Patten rearranged the collection, and finished sorting what had previously not been looked at.

Biographical Information:
Born in Brimfield and retired in Florence, Massachusetts, Walter Everett Corbin spent a large portion of his time both investigating and photographing life in twentieth-century Western Massachusetts. Hence, Corbin's name has become synonymous with local history, especially that of the Connecticut River Valley. Corbin was born on October 28, 1885; he was educated at the Hitchcock Free Academy and Pratt Institute in New York. In 1910, Corbin married Lottie Adelaide Squier of Monson, Massachusetts, and shortly thereafter took residence in Florence, Massachusetts. From this small town Corbin set out on numerous expeditions, touring the local countryside and preparing a vast collection of images that are now available for public investigation.

Corbin's passion for photography is evident to anyone who explores the treasure trove of his images, which has been arranged and described in the Special Collections Department at Forbes Library. The Walter E. Corbin Collection consists of ten series of images, notes, and ephemera related to life in early to middle twentieth-century Western Massachusetts. The plethora of images documents a diverse spectrum of subjects ranging from the geology of Western Massachusetts mountain ranges to the geography of the Connecticut River Valley; a portfolio of
regional gravestones to eccentric close-up portraits of insect heads. Additional subjects include local architecture, including many images of the summit houses of Mount Holyoke and Mount Tom. Amherst and Smith Colleges are also represented in the Corbin Collection; images of the 1917 Ivy Day celebrations at Smith provide a glimpse into the early history of this famous academy; Corbin’s acquaintanceship with Amherst College Professor of Geology Edward Hitchcock must have been a potent influence in the large number of images devoted to rock and fossil formations.

The Walter E. Corbin Collection is housed within the Special Collections Department at Forbes Library and is available for both research and casual browsing. We recommend making an appointment with the archivist. Nevertheless, the Special Collections staff is enthusiastic to not only curate the collection, but to also learn from the public's experience; we look forward to accommodating your visit. We trust that after viewing the photographs, you might suggest that Walter E. Corbin be given the following titles: amateur geologist; genealogist; local historian; photojournalist.

Anyone who wishes to comment on the continuing development of the Walter E. Corbin Collection, or has additional biographical information concerning Walter Everett Corbin, is encouraged to contact the project archivist.


Scope and content note:
This Collection contains thousands of images of the Connecticut River Valley and surrounding towns. The Walter E. Corbin Collection is made up of different media, including traditional photographic prints and less traditional glass lantern slides. There is also an extensive collection of Corbin’s postcards, which sport many of the images taken by Corbin over the course of his career.
Series A- Scrapbooks

Series A1
Scrapbooks
Pictorial Guide to Mt. Holyoke
Mt. Nonotuck, Mt. Tom, Smith's Ferry Footprint Ledge, Mt. Holyoke. The Notch
   Mt. Norwottock, Mt. Sugar Loaf
Mt. Toby, Amherst Museum, Insects- Reptiles, Flowers-Fungi, Birds
Untitled- Conn. River 1
Untitled- Conn. River 2
Untitled- Conn. River 3
The Old Toll Bridge: Repairs 1919 (2 books)
Fireworks: July 4, 1919: Northampton Driving Park
The 1932 Eclipse
Sample Book of Photographs of the Connecticut River Valley: Mt. Tom, Mt. Holyoke,
   Dinosaur Tracks, Amherst Museum
Scrapbook: untitled- Houses in Monterey, Mass
Old Gravestones
The March 1936 Flood

Series A1
Small Scrapbooks
Victory Day Parade Photos, 901
Untitled, Victory Day Parade Photos
Pictorial Guide to Mt. Norwottock and The Notch
Holton Boulder Dedication: Sept. 2, 1939
Victory Parade: Nov. 12, 1918- Northampton, Mass.

Series A2
Walter Corbin: books of images – untitled books* - titled books

1 book: postcard images from the Massachusetts Berkshires and Connecticut*
1 book: postcard images from Amherst College, Mt. Holyoke Range, fossils and faults*
1 book: postcard images from Amherst College, Mt. Holyoke Range, fossils and faults*
1 book: photographs with notes – Connecticut River Valley*
1 book: photographs with notes – Connecticut River Valley, Mt. Toby – Northampton*
1 book: photographs (8” x 10”) with notes – Connecticut River Valley – geography and architecture
1 Book: maps – sketches of fossils – Connecticut River Valley*
1 Book: Amherst College – Amherst Museum – Photographs of Fossils*
1 Book: Amherst College – Photographs*
1 Book: Amherst College – annotated photographs of fossils
1 Book: Mount Holyoke – Connecticut River – photographs of rocks and fossils
1 Book: Photographs of Art Museum: George Walter Vincent Smith Collection. Springfield, Massachusetts: By Walter Corbin and Eleanor A. Wade

“Photographs of Amherst and Amherst College, 1921” – Approximately 100+ images (not including duplicates, title page, annotations, or newspaper clipping)
1 title page with image
1 newspaper clipping
3 fold out pages

“Postcards; Photos” – 164 images, many with annotations

Untitled- 159 images (not including duplicates, fold open pages, newspaper clippings, or documents)
Mt Tom, Mt Toby, Amherst College, Geology, Sunderland Cave, Mt Holyoke, Titan’s Piazza, Mt Nonotuck, Northampton

1 scrapbook: Amherst College – photographs, newspaper clippings, and notes
1 scrapbook: Amherst College – photographs of fossils and buildings – notes
1 scrapbook: Connecticut River Valley – photographs with notes
1 scrapbook: “Louis Orr and the Springfield Municipal Group”

SERIES B
Series B is comprised of photographic images of different sizes.

Series B1
Connecticut Valley
100 images total (not including duplicates)
Maps – 17 images
Views- 83 Images, some with annotations

Series – B2
Mountains
Mount Holyoke – 97 images, plus 3 mounted images

Series- B2
Mountains
Mount Toby- 131 images

Series- B2
Mountains
Mount Tom- 212 images total

Series- B3
Fossils and Geology
Ichnotology of N. England, Photos of Plates- 29 images
Ichnotology of N.E. Supplement Photos- 50 images
Rocks (geology)- 51 images
Natural History Views- 13 images

Series- B4
Towns 1- 100 images Total (not including duplicates)
Savoy- 9 images
South Hadley- 1 image
Southampton-4 images
Springfield- 86 total images
  Springfield Municipal Group and From the Tower- 14 images
  Springfield Liberty Loan Activities. Black Watch. Tank.- 22 images
  Springfield- 23 images, plus 1 item that folds open

Series B4
Towns 2- 160 images total (not including duplicates)
Hancock- 35 images
Knightville- 78 images
Monterey- 3 images
Plymouth- 12 images
Provincetown- 2 images
Westhampton- 27 images
Warrenville, Conn. – 3 images

Series- B4
Towns 3
Florence
78 images
10 note cards
2 fold open pages

Series B5
Northampton- 138 images total (not including duplicates)
  Nurses Home- 16 images
  Northampton Liberty Loan Parades, General View- 71 images
  Northampton First Baptist Church- 2 images
  Northampton- Cooley Dickinson Hospital- 9 images
  Northampton- Residences- 56 images

Series B5
Northampton and Smith College- 155 images total (not including duplicates)
  Northampton (Misc. Views)- 117 images
  Smith College- 38 images
Series- B6
Nature
Animals/insects- 31 images
Flowers and fungi- 19 images
Clouds- 14 images
Rivers- 12 images
Fields, hills, forest: non specific – 10 images

Series- B6
Nature
Natural Disasters- 280 images (not including duplicates)
Hurricane Damage- 163 images
   R. J. Beaches- 48 images
   Northampton- 48 images
   [Miscellaneous]- 67 images
Mill River Flood- 16 images (not including duplicates)
Flood Views- 91 images (not including duplicates)
Photographs of Connecticut River Flooding- 3 images
Ice Storm on Mt. Toby- 7 images (not including duplicates)

Series B7
Gravestones – 136 images

Series B7
Gravestones- 122 images

Series B7
Gravestones *
Walter Corbin: Photographs of Gravestones indexed according to cemetery
1 envelope: "Amherst – Old Cemetery" – 19 photographs
   - Dickinson, Mary – d. December 6, 1778 – [11 photographs]
   - Scott, John – d. 1717 – [8 postcards]
1 envelope: "Brimfield Cemetery" – 6 photographs
1 envelope: "Cummington, Davis Cemetery – Hezekiah Ford’s gravestone"- 15 photographs
1 envelope: "Cummington, Mass., Bryant Cemetery, Whitmarsh Stones” –6 photographs
1 envelope: "Deerfield Cemetery” – 6 photographs
1 envelope: "Easthampton, Main St. Cemetery” – 14 photographs
1 envelope: "Hadley Cemetery – prints” – 16 photographs
1 envelope: "Hadley gravestones” – 21 photographs
1 envelope: "Hadley, Mass., gravestones” – 22 photographs
1 envelope: "Hatfield Cemetery" [1 of 3] – 27 photographs
1 envelope: "Hatfield Cemetery” [3 of 3]– 40 photographs
1 envelope: "Hingham Cemetery” – 26 photographs
1 envelope: "Southampton Cemetery” – 29 photographs
1 envelope: "Union [Center]: Old Cemetery” – 5 photographs
1 envelope: "Westhampton Cemetery” – 48 photographs
1 envelope: "West Farms, Northampton Cemetery" – 19 photographs
1 envelope: Williamsburg Old Cemetery, Cleveland Stones" – 5 photographs

**Series B7**

**Gravestones**

1 envelope: "Gravestones – may want in color" – 4 (8"x10") photographs of gravestones; 6 (8"x5") photographs of gravestones; 1 (4" x 5") photograph of gravestone
1 small envelope holding 4 (6.5" x 4.5") photographs of gravestones
1 envelope: "Gravestone Photos" – 21 (8"x10") photographs of gravestones
1 small envelope holding 1 handwritten note and 33 (various sizes) photographs
1 small envelope holding 11 (various sizes) photographs of gravestones
1 small envelope holding 9 (various sizes) photographs of gravestones
1 envelope: "Made for CC" - 10 (8"x10") photographs of gravestones

Gravestones – Gaylord, Submit – d. October 21, 1766 – 1000A.8
Gravestones – Graves, Jonathan – d. October 12, 1737 – 1012.22
Gravestones – Chauncey, Sarah – d. June 2[8], 1720 – 1000A.3, 4
Gravestones – Hubbard, John – d. August 25, 1778 – 1012.1
Gravestones – Blodget, Hannah – d. March 26, 1794 –
Gravestones – Bull, Esther – d. September 24, 1783 – 948A.12
Gravestones – Burnham, Elizabeth – d. August 25, 1803 –
Gravestones – Chauncey, Sarah – d. June 2[8], 1720 – 1000A.3, 4
Gravestones – Church, Richard – d. April 4, 1703 – 1012.20
Gravestones – collection of – 17th and 18th century –
Gravestones – Goodwin, Ozias – d. 1683 – Goodwin (Woodward), Mary – d. before 1683 –
Gravestones – Graves, Jonathan- October 12, 1737- 1012.22
Gravestones – Graves, Martha – d. February 3, 1755 – 1012.23
Gravestones – Hopkins, Sarah – d. February 5, 1774 – 1000A.9, 74
Gravestones – Hubbard, John – d. August 25, 1778 – 1012.1
Gravestones – Lyon, Jacob – d. April 19, 1771 –
Gravestones – Lyon, Mehetabel – d. May 25, 1790 –
Gravestones – Paine, John – d. June 2, 1754 – 1012.8
Gravestones – Porter, Eleazer – d. November 6, 1757 – 1000A.1, 2
Gravestones – Shepard, Margaret – d. February 10, 1769 –
Gravestones – Stevens, [ ] – d. November 11, [1838] –
Gravestones – Thresher, Christopher – d. February 15, 1800 –
Gravestones – White, Martha – d. October 3, 1787 – 1000A.13
Gravestones – Blodget, Hannah – d. March 26, 1794
Gravestones – Burnham, Elizabeth – d. August 25, 1803 –
Gravestones – Church, John – d. April 25, 1779 – 1012.20
Gravestones – Dwight, Seth – d. June 9, 1774 – 1012.11
Gravestones – Hopkins, Sarah – d. February 5, 1774 – 1000A.9, 74
Gravestones – Lyon, Jacob – d. April 19, 1771 –
Gravestones – Lyon, Jacob – d. April 19, 1771 –
Gravestones – Lyon, Mehetabel – d. May 25, 1790 –
Gravestones – Porter, Eleazer – d. November 6, 1757 – 1000A.1, 2

**Series B8**

**Houses, Churches-**
Mather Warren House- 11 images
Isaac Damon House- 6 images
David Damon House- 17 images
"Damon Films"- 8 images
Easthampton Congregational Church- 3 images
Edwards Church- 3 images
Florence Adventist Church- 10 handouts/notes, 3 images (one folds out)
Churches- 33 images
PLUS folder- “Church Steeples of New England” – 22 pages

Series B8
Misc. Houses/buildings, Bridges
Misc houses- 13 images
Cosmian Hall- 16 images
Willimansett Bridge- 16 images
Wright Bridge- 3 images

Series B9
Parks and Recreation
High Street Walking Club- 10 images
Hikers’ Clipping and Photos – 4 images, plus clippings
Mohawk Trail- 5 images
Laurel Park- 24 images
Laurel Park, Knight of Honor- loose matted image

Series B10
Honor Rolls, Memorials
Old Bill (Forbes→Corbin) September 25, 1947
Town Honor Roll description cards- 10 total
3 newspaper clippings
53 images (not including duplicates)
+ Extra Folder in Box- "Honor Roll Photos-Extras"
  Wales, Leeds, Florence, Williamsburg, Hadenville, Hadley, South Hadley, Hatfield,
  Easthampton, Chesterfield, Amherst, Pelham, Cummington, Goshen, Plainfield, Granby,
  Belchertown, Worthington, Middlefield, Huntington, Westampton, Southampton,
  Northampton
Solomon Stoddard- Table Monument- 3 images
Memorial Tablets- 17 images

Series B11
Portraits
104 images,
1 matted image –“The Crane Bible Class, 1915” Each person is numbered, and numbers
  correspond with a name on the back of the board.

B 12
Misc. (unsorted) *

B 12
Misc. (unsorted) *
**Series C- Glass Slides**

Series C consists of a plethora of fragile glass lantern slides and glass slides (positives and negatives) documenting the local history of Western Massachusetts. When possible, the archivist arranged these glass slides according to a numerical index developed by Corbin. Nevertheless, there are slides that are not included in the index, in which case the archivist has provided descriptive terms.

**Series C1**

**Arranged By W.C.**

**Along Conn. River**

57 lanternslides – four categories arranged by Walter Corbin –

**Along the Connecticut River**

Walter Corbin - Mt. Tom Range and Oxbow, from Mt. Holyoke

**Hockanum Ferry**

Walter Corbin: overlooking Taylor's Notch – November 4, 1916
Walter Corbin: The Oxbow from Mt. Holyoke
Walter Corbin: sandstone ledge in Connecticut River – dinosaur tracks – south of ferry
Walter Corbin: to the northwest from Mt. Norwottack – show Mt. Greylock, Warner, Haystack

**Springfield Mass**

Walter Corbin: The Black Watch in Springfield – October 7, 1917
Walter Corbin: The Black Watch in Springfield – The Officers – October 9, 1917
Walter Corbin: The Black Watch in Springfield – Officers speaking on Court Square – October 9, 1917
Walter Corbin: Springfield Municipal Group – Springfield, Massachusetts
Walter Corbin: Springfield Post Office at night
Walter Corbin: Thompson in flight at Industrial Exposition, West Springfield

**Mt. Nonotuck to Mt. Tom**

Walter Corbin: at Hockanum – on the river
Walter Corbin: at Hockanum – the Pier
Walter Corbin: B and M R.R. Station – Mt. Tom Junc. – April 11, 1917
Walter Corbin: Chicadee on pipe and Thornton W. Burgess
Walter Corbin: Conglomerate rock – Mt. Holyoke – June 18, 1917
Walter Corbin: Easthampton over top of Pulpit Rock – April 22, 1917
Walter Corbin: Fossil Rain Drops – November 10, 1917
Walter Corbin: A glimpse of the Valley – Mt. Tom Range
Walter Corbin: Goat Peak in the distance – April 11, 1917
Walter Corbin: Hockanum Ferry – Looking back – September 2, 1916
Walter Corbin: Ice Storm damage to trees on Mt. Tom – November 27, 1921
Walter Corbin: Ice Storm damage to trees on Mt. Tom [2] – November 27, 1921
Walter Corbin: Ice Terraces – Whiting Peak
Walter Corbin: Ledge in Connecticut River – Bird Tracks at Low Water
Walter Corbin: Ledges on Little Tom – November 10, 1917
Walter Corbin: Looking toward Mt. Norwottuck – from the Notch – August 18, 1917
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke from M.E. Steeple – August 5, 1917
Walter Corbin: Mt. Nonotuck from Dry Knob – April 11, 1917
Walter Corbin: Mt. Tom from Mt. Holyoke – September 22, 1915
Walter Corbin: sandstone ledges on south end of Mt. Tom – looking east
Walter Corbin: sandstone ledges on south end of Mt. Tom – looking west
Walter Corbin: Silk Mill Dam – Florence – April 19, 1917
Walter Corbin: Sills of sandstone on Little Mountain – November 11, 1918
Walter Corbin: To Goat Peak [on] Smith Ferry – April 11, 1917
Walter Corbin: Trail up Mt. Holyoke – June 18, 1917
Walter Corbin: [Trap?] dike forced into sandstone – November 11, 1918
Walter Corbin: [Trap?] formation on Little Tom – November 10, 1917
Walter Corbin: up the Connecticut River to Mt. Holyoke – from ledges below Smith's Ferry

Series C2
Mountains (misc.)
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range 2
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range 3
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range 4
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range 5
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range 6
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range 7
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- Sugarloaf from road to Mt. Toby- North and South- B107.1
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- Mt. Sugarloaf from the South- 783.9
Walter Corbin: North and South Sugarloaf from road to Mt. Toby- B107.1
Walter Corbin: South from Mt. Sugarloaf- 783.7
Walter Corbin: Mt. Sugarloaf from the South- 783.9
Walter Corbin: South Deerfield from Sugarloaf- 667.7
Walter Corbin: Mt. Sugarloaf- S. Deerfield- September 30, 1916- 667.3
Walter Corbin: Down from Mt. Nonotuck- 896.4
Walter Corbin: North from Mt. Nonotuck- showing Mt. Tom junction, Conn. River, Mt. Warner, Mt. Toby, and Mt. Sugarloaf- 896.7
Walter Corbin: Talus on Mt. Nonotuck- 895.5
Walter Corbin: North from Mt. Nonotuck- Conn. River, Mt. Warner, Mt. Toby in distance- 896.3
Walter Corbin: Conn. River, Mt. Warner, Mt. Toby- Hairpin turn going up- 830
Walter Corbin: Mountain range- Goat Peak, tower on- 685.27
Walter Corbin: At Hockanum Ferry, 3:30- 654.27
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- Bradford, Vermont- near
Walter Corbin: Conn. River and Holyoke from Mountain Park0 B86.14
Walter Corbin: Granite Boulder on [?] on Whiting Peak- 786.23
Walter Corbin: Over the Cliffs to Easthampton- 732.36
Walter Corbin: Looking north on Whiting Peak- on Mt. Tom Range- April 11, 1917- 732.40
Walter Corbin: Mountain Brook- April 22, 1917- 732.51
Walter Corbin: Falls over Mt. Brook- April 22, 1917- 732.52
Walter Corbin: Fault on Little Tom- November 4, 1917- 803.13
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- Mt. Warner- 932.3
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- White Mountains, N.H.- Crawford Notch from Elephant's Head- 933.35
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- White Mountains, N.H.- Echo Lake and White Horse Ledge- 933.36
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- White Mountains, N.H.- Lake of the clouds and Summit of Mt.
Washington- 933.39
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- White Mountains, N.H.- Mt. Adams and Madison from Carriage Road- 933.34
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- White Mountains, N.H.- Mt. Adams and Madison from Carriage Road- 933.38
Walter Corbin: Mt. Toby- Overhanging cliffs on west side of- B107.3
Walter Corbin: West from Mt. Toby- 931.21
Walter Corbin: Post Glacial Fault on Mt. Toby, West Side- 931.57
Walter Corbin: Post Glacial Fault on Mt. Toby, West Side- 931.57 (duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Overhanging cliffs on West side of Mt. Toby- B107.2
Walter Corbin: North from Mt. Toby- 931.26
Walter Corbin: Mt. Toby from Mt. Sugarloaf- 783.17
Walter Corbin: South from Mt. Toby- 931.27
Walter Corbin: NE from Mt. Toby- showing Mt. [?]- 931.25
Walter Corbin: Roary Brook above the cascade- East side of Mt. Toby- 931.90
Walter Corbin: Sunderland Cave enterance, on NW side of Mt. Toby- B107.6
Walter Corbin: Displaced conglomerate along cliff near Sunderland Cave on Mt. Toby- B107.5
Walter Corbin: Sunderland Cave- statified Sandbank- 931.104
Walter Corbin: Sunderland Cave exit, East end- 931.78
Walter Corbin: Sunderland Cave, Interior looking East- 931.110
Walter Corbin: Sunderland Cave, Interior looking West- 931.111
Walter Corbin: Overhanging cliffs in front of Sunderland Cave, looking South- November 20, 1919 931.85
Walter Corbin: Mountain Range- Mt. Toby- sugar camp- 931.18
Walter Corbin: Mt. Toby- cascade on east side- 931.85
Walter Corbin: Mt. Toby- Roaring Brook- east side- 931.90
Walter Corbin: The Cascade on east side of Mt. Toby- 931.85
Walter Corbin: On the Sugar shed on West Side of Mt. Toby- November 20, 1919- 931.66

Series C2
Mountains
Mt. Tom, Mt. Holyoke
Walter Corbin: Temporary Mt. Tom House close up
Walter Corbin: Mt. Tom- Across Lake Bray- 748.4
Walter Corbin: Mt. Tom Range- relief map- looking east- 870.181
Walter Corbin: Mt. Tom from the South- 889.51
Walter Corbin: Mt. Tom across Lake Bray in the Reservation- 748.7
Walter Corbin: Mt. Tom- Along Whiting’s Peak- 900.43
Walter Corbin: Pulpit Rock- Mt. Tom Range- 786.13
Walter Corbin: Mt Tom Reservation- A woodland drive- near Solomon’s Spring- 688.38
Walter Corbin: North from Mt. Tom- 660.17
Walter Corbin: Easthampton from Mt. Tom- 660.16
Walter Corbin: Temporary Mt. Tom House from distance
Walter Corbin: At Lake Bray- Mt. Tom- 900.37
Walter Corbin: Fallen Column on Christopher Clark Rd- Mt. Tom Reservation- 900.26
Walter Corbin: Cliffs- Mt. Tom Reservation- 732.32
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke and Ice in River- 896.32
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke Range from Goat Peak- 732.26
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke from Mt. Tom Junction- 669.3
Walter Corbin: Titan’s Piazza- Prof. Barton’s Party climbing up- 886.84
Walter Corbin: Titan’s Pier- 835.5
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke and Titan’s Pier from East side of Mt. Nonotuck- 896.28
Walter Corbin: Up the Conn. River from Wyckoff house showing Mt. Holyoke- 704
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke Range from Hadley Meadows- B86.12
Walter Corbin: The Ox bow from Mt. Holyoke- 885.52
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke- Halfway House- 760.1
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke from Mt. Nonotuck- December 3, 1916- 685.17
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke Range from Amherst College Museum- B86.19
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke Range- view from Trolleys from Mt. Park- 773.17

Series C3: Fossils, Maps, Geology*
Walter Corbin: Fossils – cracks and tracks in mud – 805.6
3. Stenodactylus curvatus
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Megatherium cuvieri – 782
Walter Corbin: Fossils – mudcracks – 786.30
Walter Corbin: Fossils – mudcracks – Mt. Tom Range – 786.10
Walter Corbin: Fossils – mudcracks showing harder center – 786.32
Walter Corbin: Fossils – mudcracks showing harder center – 786.7
Walter Corbin: Fossils – mudcracks and tracks – 805.5
Walter Corbin: Fossils – prehistoric foot marks – in sandstone – Smith’s Ferry – 773.11
Walter Corbin: Fossils – prehistoric man – 781
Walter Corbin: Fossils – prehistoric tracks in sandstone at Smith’s Ferry – 773.9
Walter Corbin: Fossils – prehistoric tracks in sandstone at Smith’s Ferry – 773.9 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Fossils – raindrops in sandstone – on Goat Peak – 786.11
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Titan’s Piazza – looking over the talus to – B86.9
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Foot Track- From ledge South of Smith Ferry- 773.10
Walter Corbin: Fossils – 780.1
Walter Corbin: Fossils – American Triassic Dinosaurs- B91.5
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Image of a dinosaur
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Image of a dinosaur 2
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Image of a dinosaur 2 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Fossils – Otozoum Moodu- Slab in Yale Museum
Walter Corbin: Podokesaurus holyokensis- 870.9
Walter Corbin: Dinosaur Tracks- at Smith's Ferry- 773.21
Walter Corbin: Pre-Historic Foot Mark, Brontozoum giganteum- Smith’s Ferry- 773.10
Walter Corbin: Geology- contact of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks- Wilbraham
Walter Corbin: Geology- contact of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks- Wilbraham (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Geology- contact of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks- Wilbraham (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Map of Pleistocene formation of Franklin, Hampshire, and Hampden Counties, MA
Walter Corbin: Map of Pleistocene formation of Franklin, Hampshire, and Hampden Counties, MA (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Map
Walter Corbin: Map 2
Walter Corbin: Map- North America- Maximum Glaciation- B90.5
Walter Corbin: Holyoke Quadrangle- U.S. Geological Survey Map
Walter Corbin: Holyoke Quadrangle- U.S. Geological Survey Map (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Relief Map of Western Mass.- Showing Conn. Valley- 870.76
Walter Corbin: Maps – Connecticut Valley – construction and postglacial lake bottoms – B90.12
Walter Corbin: Maps – Connecticut Valley – postglacial lakes in – B90.11
Walter Corbin: Maps – Holyoke and Ware – Quad – 785
Walter Corbin: Maps – Mt. Tom and Mt. Toby – Relief Map – 870.174
Walter Corbin: Maps – Pleistocene formations of Connecticut Valley – B90.7
Walter Corbin: Maps – Pleistocene formations of Connecticut Valley – B90.8
Walter Corbin: Maps – Pleistocene formations of Connecticut Valley – B90.9
Walter Corbin: Maps – Pleistocene formations of Connecticut Valley – B90.10
Walter Corbin: Relief Map- Mt. Tom Range looking North- 870.177
Walter Corbin: Map- Conn. Valley- Triassic Continental deposits and igneous rocks- B90.4
Walter Corbin: Unlabelled Map- B90.11
Walter Corbin: Unlabelled Map- B90.12
Walter Corbin: Unlabelled Map 1
Walter Corbin: Unlabelled Map 2
Walter Corbin: Unlabelled Map 3
   Tuesday, July 13, 8PM
Walter Corbin: “A Ramble through the Connecticut Valley”- 875
Walter Corbin: Glimpses of the Conn. River Valley- Lecture Title
Walter Corbin: “Glimpses of the Conn. River Valley”
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River- From Mount Tom
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River- From Mount Holyoke
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River- Ferry Site
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River 1
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River 1 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River 2
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River 2 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Connecticut River 3
Walter Corbin: Rock- sandstone ledge in bed of Connecticut River below Smith Ferry- 805.2
Walter Corbin: Rock- Pot Hole- on north ledge in River- 805.26
Walter Corbin: Rock- Ripple Marks- 805.16
Walter Corbin: Rock
Walter Corbin: Rock
28 unlabelled slides

Series C4: Plants and Animals
Walter Corbin: Animals- August Cricket- 786.17
Walter Corbin: Animals- August Cricket- 786.17 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Animals- Common Stag Beetle- B129.33
Walter Corbin: Animals- Common Stag Beetle- B129.33 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Animals- Honey Bee- The Head- B129.29
Walter Corbin: Animals- Honey Bee- Queen, Drone, Worker- B129.28
Walter Corbin: Animals- Osmoderma Scabra- 916.13.14
Walter Corbin: Animals- Solitary Wasp- Cabra Stirpicola- B129.27
Walter Corbin: Animals- Solitary Wasp in nest- B129.22
Walter Corbin: Animals- Solitary Wasp- Pelopaeus cementarius- B129.26b
Walter Corbin: Animals- Solitary Wasp- Pounding Earth- B129.21
Walter Corbin: Animals- Solitary Wasp- Sphex ichneumonea- B129.26a
Walter Corbin: Animals- Solitary Wasp stinging caterpillar- B129.20
Walter Corbin: Plants- Unlabelled- Mushrooms (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Plants- Mushrooms- 918.47
Walter Corbin: Plants- Sulphur Mushroom- 918.36
Walter Corbin: Plants- Horsetails- May 1916
Walter Corbin: Plants- River Rushes- Equisetum robustum- October 1922
Walter Corbin: Plants-The crooked Pine- 732.55
Walter Corbin: Plants- Coral Mushroom and Partridgeberry- 889.33
Walter Corbin: Plants- Coral Mushroom and Partridgeberry- 889.33 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Plants- Ferns- 729.2
Walter Corbin: Plants- Unlabelled- Ferns
Walter Corbin: Plants-Amy's Mushroom- B133.1
Walter Corbin: Plants- Bird Foot Violet- 918.9
Walter Corbin: Plants-Mayflower- 918.44
Walter Corbin: Plants- Tobacco- Stockwell Farm, North Hadley- 973.6

Series C5: Towns and Smith College- 89 slides
Springfield, Deerfield, Gloucester, Marblehead, Northampton, Palmer, MISC towns.
Walter Corbin: Springfield, Mass. – Old Toll Bridge
Walter Corbin: Springfield, Mass. – Sunset –"The end"-534
Walter Corbin: Springfield, Mass. – Springfield Municipal Group
Walter Corbin: The Birth of Springfield, 1636 (painting by J.J. LaValley, 1909)- A118.3
Walter Corbin: Springfield- building- externam
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking South- #1 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking South- #1 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking South East- #2 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking South East- #2 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking East by South- #3 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking East by South- #3 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking East- #4 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking East - #4 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking North East - #5 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking North East - #5 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking North- #6 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from Municipal Tower- Looking North- #6 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: Sunset- September 27, 1915- Springfield, MA
Walter Corbin: Deerfield, Mass. – Old Deerfield- Frary House- 964.22
Walter Corbin: Deerfield, Mass. – Old Deerfield- Frary House- Door- 964.24
Walter Corbin: Deerfield, Mass. – Old Deerfield- Main Street and Frary House- 964.25
Walter Corbin: Deerfield, Mass. – Old Deerfield- Memorial Hall- Museum- 964.19
Walter Corbin: Deerfield, Mass. – The Sheldon Tavern- B86.15
Walter Corbin: Bloody Brook Monument- South Deerfield, MA- 964.20
Walter Corbin: Deerfield Cemetery- Mound of Dead of 1704- Old Deerfield, MA- 946.31
Walter Corbin: Industry, Fishing- codfish stacked- Gloucester
Walter Corbin: Industry, Fishing- drying codfish at Gloucester
Walter Corbin: Industry, Fishing- drying codfish at Gloucester
Walter Corbin: Industry, Fishing- Fish Wharf- Gloucester
Walter Corbin: Industry, Fishing- at Marblehead
Walter Corbin: Industry, Fishing- Marblehead Neck- looking out- A118.5
Walter Corbin: Holland- Carillon Tower, Amsterdam- 1898
Walter Corbin: Holland- Carillon Tower, Leiden- 1898
Walter Corbin: Holland, Town Hall at Leiden

Series C5
Buildings (houses, churches)
[Smith College]
Walter Corbin: Old Williston House- Florence, MA
Walter Corbin: Col. Williams Residence
Walter Corbin: Stoddard House- Built around 1800
Walter Corbin: Built by Samual Sidney Breese in Scononcla N.Y.- Neal Oneida
Walter Corbin: The Manse- Built by Solomon Stoddard
Walter Corbin: Church in Manchester MASS
Walter Corbin: The Burrows Mansion- Matawan NY, 1890
Walter Corbin: Built by Rev. Payson Williston- Easthampton, MA
Walter Corbin: Built by Barry Tappan in Northampton, MA
Walter Corbin: Built by John Payson Williston in Northampton, MA
Walter Corbin: Built by Gen. Benj Ledyard in 1749- Aurora, NY
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]

Series C5
Smith College
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Crew]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Crew]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Crew]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Crew]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Crew]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Class 1917]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, 2 people]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, 2 people 2]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, People]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, people]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, 4 people]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, 4 people]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, 2 people in costume]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, person in costume]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, 2 people in costume]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, person in costume]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production, 2 people in costume]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production- Alice in Wonderland]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Puppet Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production- comedy]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Production, person in costume]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, production]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, Parade]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, ?]
Walter Corbin: [Smith College, ?]

Series____
5x7 glass plates
Portraits, Houses
Walter Corbin: Rev. John Cotton
Walter Corbin: Augustus C. Stevens.
Walter Corbin: Elizabeth Stevens 1
Walter Corbin: Elizabeth Stevens 2
Walter Corbin: Sara (Holmes) Tappen
Walter Corbin: Benjamin Tappin 1
Walter Corbin: Benjamin Tapan 2
Walter Corbin: Solomon Stoddard Jr. (As young man)
Walter Corbin: Solomon Stoddard
Walter Corbin: Solomon Stoddard Sr.
Walter Corbin: Francis (Greenwood) Stoddard- Wife of Solomon Stoddard
Walter Corbin: Dr. Francis Stoddard
Walter Corbin: Sarah Tappen Stoddard
Walter Corbin: Cooper House
Walter Corbin: Kingsley House
Walter Corbin: Cook House
Walter Corbin: Nowell House
Walter Corbin: Birthplace of Longfellow
Walter Corbin: Round House & Old canal freight depot (later Warren's livery stable)
Northampton
[Smith College, Person 1]
[Smith College, Person 2]
[Smith College, Person 3]
[Smith College, Person 4]
[Smith College, Person 1]
[Smith College, Person 5]
Series C6

Misc.

Walter Corbin: city – “The End”
Walter Corbin: star
Walter Corbin: "Old Glory" - 874
Walter Corbin: Yale College and State House- 933.2
Walter Corbin: Mt. Holyoke College- Mary Lyon Hall- 1014.1
Walter Corbin: [ unable to read label]
Walter Corbin: people
Walter Corbin: road
Walter Corbin: For focusing, showing limits of top and sides
Walter Corbin: approach to the campanile- 647.4
Walter Corbin: clouds- 742.24
Walter Corbin: Fair- areoplane at Eastern States Exposition- Sept. 17, 1919 -929.4
Walter Corbin: Yale University- megacerops tyleri- 870.39
Walter Corbin: Sun, total eclipse- January 24, 1925- B147.1
Walter Corbin: Sun, total eclipse- January 24, 1925- B147.1 [2]
Walter Corbin: springtime in the woods0 919.4
Walter Corbin: Mountin Brook Pool- 732.57
Walter Corbin: Snow Peaks- 706.7
Walter Corbin: dune
Walter Corbin: stream
Walter Corbin: stream 2
Walter Corbin: stream 3
Walter Corbin: cliff and water
Walter Corbin: cliff and water (duplicate)
Walter Corbin: cliff and water 2
Walter Corbin: gravestones
Walter Corbin: gravestones 2
Walter Corbin: covered bridge
Walter Corbin: doll collection- group representing the Deerfield captive children of Feb. 29, 1704- 954.13
Walter Corbin: doll collection- Nims, Abigail- 954.3
Walter Corbin: doll collection- Sheldon, Rememberance- 954.9
Walter Corbin: Thankful Stebbins- 954.7
Walter Corbin: doll collection0 Williams, Eunice- 954.4
Walter Corbin: doll collection
Walter Corbin: doll collection 2
Walter Corbin: doll collection 3
Walter Corbin: building exterior 2
Walter Corbin: building exterior 3
Walter Corbin: building exterior 3 (duplicate)
Walter Corbin: building exterior 3 (color)
Walter Corbin: building exterior 4
Walter Corbin: building exterior 5
Walter Corbin: building exterior 6
Walter Corbin: building exterior 7 - ice covered
Walter Corbin: house - exterior
Walter Corbin: monument
Walter Corbin: the Sheldon Tavern
Walter Corbin: Old Pynchon Fort
Walter Corbin: Twin Oaks- 733.16
Walter Corbin: lobe finned fishes and early tetrapods
Walter Corbin: Springfield from municipal Tower looking east- # 4 of 6
Walter Corbin: Springfield from municipal Tower looking east- # 4 of 6 (Duplicate)
Walter Corbin: building exterior 3
18 untitled slides

Series C7
Duplicates
51 slides

Series D-
Walter Corbin: Slides
3 folders, 2 boxes

3 folders
Series D: Subject Headings in Corbin's Writing
Series D: Misc. / Not Numbered/ Glass
Series D: T-Slides

2 boxes
Series D1: Slides 0-1799
Series D2: Slides 1800-5125

Series E
Postcards:
collection of postcards, which are arranged according to a numerical index designed by Walter Corbin.

The following postcards are kept in envelopes marked with the return address “Tercentenary History Book Committee c/o The Hampshire Bookshop, Northampton, Massachusetts.”
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “A117-46 The Evolution of the Horse” – 2 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “A117-47 Titanotherium” – 2 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-2 Platform, Laurel Park, Chautauqua” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-32 Mt. Holyoke Hotel” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-33 Mt. Holyoke Cable Railway” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-59 Mr. & Mrs. John W. French” – 4 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-75 Cooley Dickinson Hospital” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-110 Relief Map of the Conn. Valley, looking North” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-121 Sauropod Tracks, Smith’s Ferry” – 3 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-125 Glaciated Volcanic Bomb Ledge, Smith’s Ferry” – 5 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-131 Trap Dike on Little Tom” – 5 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-134 Three Glacial Boulders, Mt. Tom” – 24 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-161 Prof. Barton on Mt. Tom” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B129-33 Common Stag Beetle” – 5 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-1,2,5,6,7,8,15,17,18,19,20,22 Berkshire Summer School of Art, Monterey, Mass.” – 13 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-11,13 Monterey, Mass” – 2 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-14 Brookbend Tavern, Monterey” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-43 The Scenic Westfield River, Knightville” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-44 At the Devil’s Armchair, Knightville” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-45 The Gorge from the Cliff, Huntington” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-46 Up the Westfield River, Huntington” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B145-47 The Devil’s Armchair at Knightville” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B147-3 Bailey’s Beads” – 2 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B177-1 Rev. Mr. Isaac Chauncey” – 8 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B177-8 Nathaniel Dickinson Memorial Boulder” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B177-9 Nathaniel Dickinson Memorial Boulder” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Art Museum, Springfield” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “The Big Bridge Over the Deerfield River, Mohawk Trail” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Capt. Isaac Damon House, Northampton” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Cornet Joseph Parsons House” – 2 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Court House, Northampton” – 1 postcard (addressed/postage)
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Deacon Edmund Rice Memorial Boulder” – 3 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Easthampton from Mt. Tom” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Entrance to Mountain Park, Mt. Tom” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Florence Views” – 14 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Going Through Rock Cut, Mt. Tom Railway” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "Holyoke and Connecticut River: - 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "The Inn at Charlemont, Mass" – 2 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Looking South from Mt. Tom, Mass” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "The Restaurant, Mountain Park" – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Smith Agricultural School, Northampton” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "Smith College Views” – 4 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "Unidentified" - 5 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "Upper Station, Mt. Tom Railway" – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Warner Homestead, Haydenville” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Westfield River” – 1 postcard

--The following postcards are kept in envelopes marked with the return address “Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass.

1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "A117-33 College Row” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “A117-49 Land Tortoise” – 7 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-43 The Ox-Bow from Mt. Holyoke” – 12 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-44 Mt. Tom from Mt. Holyoke” – 8 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B124-45 Mt. Tom from Titan's Piazza” – 9 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: "B124-46 Mt. Holyoke from Mt. Nonotuck” – 1 postcard
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B130-3 Giant Lobster” – 14 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “B147-1 Total Eclipse of the Sun” – 27 postcards
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: “Reo Garage, Northampton” – 9 postcards

--The following postcards are kept in an envelope. The envelope is addressed to "Public Library, Northampton, Massachusetts 01060". The return address is written, "Mrs. F. Warner, Rt. 1 Greenfld PNT, Reedville, VA. 22539. The envelope is marked “Gift: 1/12/73”.
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: miscellaneous - 9 postcards

- The following postcards are kept in an envelope. The envelope is marked, “Smith College W.S.S. Committee”.
1 envelope: Walter Corbin: " B97 Smith College W.S.S. Committee" – 4 postcards

- The following postcards are wrapped in paper. Walter Corbin’s initials are written on some of the papers. Some of the papers have the date in which the postcards were taken.
Walter Corbin: "[Cordes’s] Totem Pole" – 11 postcards
Walter Corbin: "Cosmian Hall" – 17 postcards
Walter Corbin: "Cosmian Hall" – 10 postcards taken 9/8/48
Walter Corbin: "Cosmian Hall 887-381" – 12 postcards
Walter Corbin: "Holton Boulder" – 15 postcards
Walter Corbin: "Slough Hill School" – 4 postcards
Walter Corbin: untitled miscellaneous – 5 postcards taken 5/16/45
Walter Corbin: untitled miscellaneous – 8 postcards
Walter Corbin: miscellaneous – 16 postcards

**Series F**

**Genealogy Notes**

3 Folders
1 Folder: Walter Corbin: "Genealogies" – Bartlett, King, Kingsley, Sawyer, Whitmore, Wilkee

**Series G**

**Walter Corbin: Maps**
1 Folder: "Map, Mt. Holyoke Range, Enlarged" – 16 images
1 Folder: "Maps, paper negatives" – 30 images
1 Folder: "Woodstock, Conn." – topographical and historical, dated to 1886
1 map, rolled and loose: "Knightville Cemetery" – dated to 1939

**Series H**

**Writings**
glimpses of the Conn. Valley- Lottie Squier Corbin
stray glances

**Series I**

**Walter Corbin**

Series 11
Folder: Photographs of Walter Corbin

Series 12
Folder: Correspondence Related to the Walter E. Corbin Collection